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XZ-1
i.Zuiko lens

Unleash your creativity with the XZ-1.
Designed for those who want the quality
of an SLR in a point-and-shoot format,
the XZ-1 opens up a new canvas for
artistic expression.

Features
• High performance DIGITAL Lens
With an aperture of F1.8-2.5, this is the brightest
lens in a compact digital camera, making
photography in natural light easy. The i.ZUIKO
DIGITAL lens featured in the XZ-1 meets the
same quality demands of high performance
ZUIKO DIGITAL lenses developed for DSLR
cameras.

NEW

• Large, High-Sensitivity 1/1.63 inch sensor
The larger than usual, high sensitivity CCD
sensor provides outstanding image quality and
excellent high ISO performance.

PRODUCT CODE

175853 XZ-1 BLK
175877 XZ-1 WHT

• TruePicV Image Processor
The XZ-1 uses the same TruePic V image
processor used by high-end Olympus PEN and
DSLR cameras. It offers superior image quality
and superb colour reproduction by maximising
the performance of the high-resolution lens and
powerful CCD sensor.
• 3 inch OLED monitor
Because OLED monitors emit their own light,
users will see deeper, richer shades and tones
while reviewing photos and movies. The imaging
power of this monitor is characterized by vivid
color reproduction, high levels of contrast, and
the ability to view easily outdoors.
• Unleash your creativity with Art Filters
The XZ-1 features six creative Art Filters that
instantly enhance your photos and HighDefinition movies.
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Additional
Technology

Features

In the box

OFF

Easy Operation
With a control ring on the
front and a wheel controller on the back, the XZ-1
gives immediate access to
the most important manual
settings like ISO, aperture,
and shutter speed to make
it easy to adjust the camera
on the move.

ON

XZ-1 Digital Camera
USB Cable & Charger
(F-2AC)
Audio/Video Cable
Lithium-Ion Battery (LI-50B)
Instruction Manual &
Software CD
Neck Strap
Warranty Card

Available colours

Low Light Mode. The camera automatically adjusts ISO sensitivity
up to ISO 6400 to take sharp, full-resolution photos in dark places.

175853 BLACK

175877 WHITE

f1.8 i.Zuiko Lens. With a minimum aperture of f1.8 at wide-angle,
this lens boasts super-fast shutter speeds for sharp, low-light images.

Accessories

FL-14
Electronic flash

VF-2
Electronic viewfinder

MAL-1
Macro arm light

170001

Black 171862
Silver 173101

177123
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SEMA-1
External stereo
microphone

PT-050
Underwater
housing

LI-50B
Lithium ion
battery

174634

177918

162396
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Specifications

XZ-1
Sensor type

CCD High Sensitivity

No. of effective mega pixels

10M

Removable memory

SD/SDHC/SDXC

Internal memory (for shooting)

54MB

Recording image MAX.
size (pixels)
MIN.

3648x2736
640x480

Lens focal length
(35mm camera equivalent)

28-112mm

Optical zoom

4x

Digital zoom (total zoom ratio in
still mode (optical x digital))

16x

Focus range

Normal
Macro
Super macro

W:0.6m-∞
W:0.1m-∞ / T:0.3m-∞
0.01m-0.6m

LCD monitor

Type
Size (inch)
No. of pixels
(approx)

OLED
3.0 Inch
610,000

Maximum ISO sensitivity

6400

Magic Filter

Pop Art, Soft Focus, Grainy Fim, Pin Hole, Diorama, Dramatic Tone

Body in panorama

Yes

3D Photos

-

Image stabilizer

Imager shift

AF mode

Single AF(AF), Manual (MF), Macro mode, SuperMacro mode. AF tracking (TR)

AF Tracking

Yes

Face Detection (Faces may not be
detected correctly in some cases)

Yes

Pet Detection

-

Shadow Adjustment Technology

Yes

Movie recording with sound

AVI Motion JPEG

Movie recording size (pixels)

1280x720, 640x480

Battery

LI-50B

LI-ion rechargeable
battery (model)
AA battery
(no.of batteries)

-

HDMI (type)

Yes(Type D)
* Connection cable is optional.

GPS

-

Dimensions(mm)
(CIPA guideline compliant)

110.6x64.8x42.3mm

Weight (g) (Including batteries/card)
(CIPA guideline compliant)

275g
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